Mine diagram

Open-pit mining , also known as open-cast or open cut mining , is a surface mining technique of
extracting rock or minerals from the earth by their removal from an open-air pit, sometimes
known as a borrow. This form of mining differs from extractive methods that require tunnelling
into the earth, such as long wall mining. Open-pit mines are used when deposits of
commercially useful ore or rocks are found near the surface. It is applied to ore or rocks found
at the surface because the overburden is relatively thin or the material of interest is structurally
unsuitable for tunnelling as would be the case for sand, cinder, and gravel. In contrast, minerals
that have been found underground but are difficult to retrieve due to hard rock, can be reached
using a form of underground mining. To create an open-pit mine, the miners must determine the
information of the ore that is underground. This is done through drilling of probe holes in the
ground, then plotting each hole location on a map. The information gained through the holes
with provide an idea of the vertical extent of the ore's body. This vertical information is then
used to pit tentative locations of the benches that will occur in the mine. Open-pit mines are
typically enlarged until either the mineral resource is exhausted, or an increasing ratio of
overburden to ore makes further mining uneconomic. When this occurs, the exhausted mines
are sometimes converted to landfills for disposal of solid wastes. However, some form of water
control is usually required to keep the mine pit from becoming a lake, if the mine is situated in a
climate of considerable precipitation or if any layers of the pit forming the mine border
productive aquifers. Open-pit mining is to be considered one of the most dangerous sectors in
the industrial world. It causes significant effects to miners health, as well as damage to the
ecological land. Open-pit mining causes changes to vegetation, soil, and bedrock, which
ultimately contributes to changes in surface hydrology, groundwater levels, and flow paths.
Open-cast mines are dug on benches , which describe vertical levels of the hole. The interval of
the benches depends on the deposit being mined, the mineral being mined, and the size of the
machinery that is being used. Generally, large mine benches are 12 to 15 metres thick. The
width of each bench is determined by the size of the equipment being used, generally 20â€”40
metres wide. This new level will become progressively wider to form the new pit bottom. Most
walls of the pit are generally mined on an angle less than vertical. Waste rock is stripped when
the pit becomes deeper, therefore this angle is a safety precaution to prevent and minimize
damage and danger from rock falls. However, this depends on how weathered and eroded the
rocks are, and the type of rocks involved. It also depends on the amount of structural
weaknesses occur within the rocks, such as a faults , shears , joints or foliations. The walls are
stepped. The inclined section of the wall is known as the batter, and the flat part of the step is
known as the bench or berm. The steps in the walls help prevent rock falls continuing down the
entire face of the wall. In some instances additional ground support is required and rock bolts ,
cable bolts and shotcrete are used. De-watering bores may be used to relieve water pressure by
drilling horizontally into the wall, which is often enough to cause failures in the wall by itself. A
haul road is usually situated at the side of the pit, forming a ramp up which trucks can drive,
carrying ore and waste rock. Open-pit mines create a significant amount of waste. Almost one
million tons of ore and waste rock can move from the largest mines per day, and a couple
thousand tons moved from small mines per day. Waste rock is hauled to a waste dump. Waste
dumps can be piled at the surface of the active pit, or in previously mined pits. Leftover waste
from processing the ore is called tailings , and is generally in the form of a slurry. This is
pumped to a tailings dam or settling pond, where the water is reused or evaporated. Tailings
dams can be toxic due to the presence of unextracted sulfide minerals , some forms of toxic
minerals in the gangue , and often cyanide which is used to treat gold ore via the cyanide leach
process. If proper environmental protections are not in place, this toxicity can harm the
surrounding environment. Open-pit mining involves the process of disrupting the ground,
which leads to the creation of air pollutants. The main source of air pollutants comes from the
transportation of minerals, but there are various other factors including drilling, blasting and the
loading and unloading of overburden. The inhalation of these pollutants can cause issues to the
lungs and ultimately increase mortality. Open-pit gold mining is one of the highest potential
mining threats on the environment as it affects the air and water chemistry. The exposed dust
may be toxic or radioactive, making it a health concern for the workers and the surrounding
communities. Open pit mines operating in an area with heavy groundwater features may
eventually face hydrology-related problems. This includes heaving and bursting of the mine
floor due to excessive uplift pressure. A groundwater control system must be installed to fix
problems caused by hydrology. The formation of an appropriate open pit slope design, changes
throughout the life of a mine. It is based mainly on an ever increasing understanding of the rock
mass conditions. Which includes groundwater and associated pressures that may be acting
within the slopes. The reduction of groundwater related to pore pressures is a crucial aspect of
determining whether or not a geotechnical engineering design for open pit slopes is attainable.

Groundwater control systems, which include dewatering and depressurization wells, may also
have a large impact on local groundwater. Because of this, an optimization-based version of the
control system is required to ensure that local and regional hydro-geological impacts are within
acceptable ranges. Open Pit Depressurization is the process of removing tensions or pressure
from different areas of a mine. Depressurization helps to make open pit mines more stable and
secure. By using an integrated mine slope depressurization program the likelihood that mine
plans can be achieved, and at an acceptable level of risk increase drastically. One technique
used in depressurization is annealing. Annealing is the slow heating and cooling of a metal,
alloy or glass. This slow heating and cooling relieves the internal stress of surrounding areas.
Annealing will increase a material's workability and durability, which overall increases open pit
mine safety. Which helps to prevent large scale slope failure in the mine. Horizontal drains are
used to lower pore pressure by reducing groundwater head, which enhances slope stability. A
form of open-cast quarrying may be carried out as 'untopping'. This is done where a previous
underground mine is becoming uneconomic or worked-out, but still leaves valuable rock in
place, often as a result of room and pillar mining. Untopping removes the overburden from
above this, opens up the mine from above, and then allows the previously 'trapped' minerals to
be won. Untopping was a feature of Welsh slate workings in the s and s, where Martyn
Williams-Ellis, manager at Llechwedd found that earlier Victorian workings could be kept
profitable with the newly mechanised techniques for bulk excavation to extract their pillars, and
more recently across a number of worked-out mines. After mining finishes, the mine area may
undergo land rehabilitation. Waste dumps are contoured to flatten them out, to further stabilize
them. If the ore contains sulfides it is usually covered with a layer of clay to prevent access of
rain and oxygen from the air, which can oxidize the sulfides to produce sulfuric acid , a
phenomenon known as acid mine drainage. Eventually this layer will erode, but it is generally
hoped that the rate of leaching or acid will be slowed by the cover such that the environment
can handle the load of acid and associated heavy metals. It may take hundreds to thousands of
years for some waste dumps to become "acid neutral" and stop leaching to the environment.
The dumps are usually fenced off to prevent livestock denuding them of vegetation. The open
pit is then surrounded with a fence , to prevent access, and it generally eventually fills up with
ground water. In arid areas it may not fill due to deep groundwater levels. To mitigate the
problem of acid mine drainage mentioned above, flooding is often done with the water of nearby
rivers instead of using groundwater alone. In same case Calcium Oxide or other basic
chemicals have to be added to the water to neutralize the pH -value. Nickel , generally as
laterite, is extracted via open-pit down to 0. Copper can be extracted at grades as low as 0.
Open pit mining is a common method to extract minerals and samples from the Earth. Due to
being cost effective, this method is very popular and is used all over the world. Listed are the
world's ten largest open pit mines. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For the open-source
software project, see Opencast software. Play media. Bingham Canyon Mine - Utah 2. Kalgoorlie
Super Pit - Australia 4. Kimberly Diamond Mine - South Africa 5. Diavik Diamond Mine - Canada
6. Hull-Rust-Mahoning Mine - Minnesota 7. Grasberg Mine - Indonesia 8. Chuquicamata Copper
Mine - Chile 9. Udachny Diamond Mine - Siberia, Russian Escondida Copper Mine - Chile.
Encyclopedia Britannica. Retrieved Prelas; Galina Popovici; Louis K. Bigelow 23 September
Handbook of Industrial Diamonds and Diamond Films. CRC Press. Blight; A. Fourie; G. Wardle 1
January Geotechnics for Developing Africa: Proceedings of the 12th regional conference for
Africa on soil mechanics and geotechnical engineering, Durban, South Africa, 25â€”27 October
January Journal of Environmental Management. Open Engineering. White; Ashley L. Creighton;
Paul F. Bixley; Warwick M. Kissling August Mohan; P. Sreejith; S. Pramada July 1, Hydraulic
Engineering. Mining techniques. Hard rock Soft rock. Drift Slope Shaft Bell pit Borehole. Room
and pillar Longwall Retreat. Categories : Surface mining. Hidden categories: CS1 errors:
missing periodical Webarchive template wayback links Pages using div col with small
parameter Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Open
pit mining. Classes Hard rock Soft rock. Drift mining is either the mining of an ore deposit by
underground methods , or the working of coal seams accessed by adits driven into the surface
outcrop of the coal bed. Drift is a more general mining term, meaning a near-horizontal
passageway in a mine, following the bed of coal, for instance or vein of ore. These are simply
tunnels made in the rock, with a size and shape depending on their useâ€”for example, haulage,
ventilation, or exploration. Argyle Lake State Park 's website says the Argyle Hollow occupied
by a lake since has been rich in coal, clay and limestone resources. Historically, individuals
commonly opened and dug their own "drift mines" to supplement their income. Too small for
commercial operation, the mine probably provided coal for the Lusk family and later for the

park. The capacity or output of the mines of the State varies greatly. Thick coals are capable of
a greater daily output than thin seams, and as a general rule drift mines possess greater
advantages for loading coal rapidly than shaft mining openings. In many of the mines of the
great vein region of the Hocking valley the capacity is equal to 1, to 1, tons per day. In shaft
mines to tons daily is regarded as a good output. Drift mines, as they require no machinery for
pumping water and raising coal, cost less than half the amount required in shaft mining. Water
is, however, an expensive item in drift mines opened on the dip slope of the coal, and
underground hauling under such conditions is unusually costly. Commodore Mines, Nos.
Empire "F" Mine ? Rodkey Mine ? Ernest Mine No. The Fork Mountain, TN, drift portal entered
an inch unnamed seam of coal see picture above. Most coal seams in Tennessee were not this
thick. Drift mining methods were used extensively to mine placer deposits during the early
years of the Nome mining district. During summer, surface deposits could be worked, but some
placer deposits were buried too deeply for surface placering. In addition, water to wash the gold
from the placers was not available in the winter. Many miners tunneled into deep placer
deposits, bringing out the high-grade gravels to be washed at the spring thaw. Most of the
ground in Nome is permafrost. By drift mining, miners were able to recover much of the gold
buried under the permafrost. Gold at Nome was concentrated in three ancient beach lines, now
inshore, above sea level, and buried under roughly fifty feet of permafrost overlain by two feet
of tundra. Gold was usually found on top of "false bedrock," a layer of clay that occurred at the
base of the beach or stream deposit. Miners initially sank shafts to prospect for the pay streaks
by building a fire atop the permafrost, then as it melted, shoveling away the mud. The process
would continue down to either a pay streak or bedrock. When gold was found drift mining
began. Miners would tunnel horizontally from the bottom of their prospect shaft to follow the
gold along the surface of the bedrock. The tunnels did not cave in because the ground was
frozen. Miners discovered old underground beach and river gravels rich with gold. Around the
population of Nome was more than twenty thousand, many of them drift miners. Nome's gold
fields, appearing untouched from the surface, are honeycombed with tunnels left by the gold
rush drift miners. Today's miners, prospecting with modern drilling equipment, sometimes hit
old drifts; this was, and is, a technique copied from the Welsh coal miners of south Wales and is
much more effective than using bell pits. Gold has been mined from placer gold deposits up
and down the state and in different types of environment. Initially, rich, easily discovered,
surface and river placers were mined until about Hydraulic mines, using powerful water
cannons to wash whole hillsides, were the chief sources of gold for the next 20 years. In , Judge
Lorenzo Sawyer issued a decree prohibiting the dumping of hydraulic mining debris into the
Sacramento River , effectively eliminating large-scale hydraulic operations. For the next 14
years, drift mining placer gold deposits in buried Tertiary channels partially made up for the
loss of placer gold production, but overall production declined. Production rose again with the
advent of large-scale dredging. The first successful gold dredge was introduced on the lower
Feather River near Oroville in Drift mines in eastern Kentucky are subject to roof collapse due to
hillseams, especially within feet of the portal. In the U. Bureau of Mines published a study of
eastern Kentucky drift mines as part of an ongoing research program to characterize the
outcrop barrier zone. Hillseam is the eastern Kentucky miners term for weather-enlarged
tension joints that occur in shallow mine overburden where surface slopes are steep. Hillseams
form by stress relief, and therefore tend to parallel topographic contours and ridges. They can
intersect at various angles, especially under the nose of a ridge, and create massive blocks or
wedges of roof prone to failure. Examples of hillseams are described in both outcrop and in
coal mine roof to establish their geologic character and contribution to roof failure. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. The mining of a mineral deposit by underground methods.
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features. Email Subscriber Feature. Cite Subscriber Feature. The diagram depicts a cross
section of three different kinds of mines, along with structural elements of the underground
shaft and slope mines. The shaft mine has compartments for a skip hoist, elevators called
cages, and service facilities such as ventilation ducts. In a slope mine, the miners also work at
different levels, and the ore is sent to the surface in bucket hoists. To Recipients Please enter a
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Any self respecting geek who has been spellbound by the inspired rescue of the Chilean
miners, will have found plenty of great info-graphics showing just how impressive a mine is.
Here we have gathered some other cutaways, sections and 3d models showing a variety of
mines, from the two coal mine alternatives room and pillar or longwall to the cavernous
chambers of salt mines. Follow daveg. Posted by David Galbraith Follow daveg. Room and pillar
method coal mine, NSW, Australia. This is a good diagram showing the method of coal mining
where rooms are cut out leaving some coal pillars to keep the roof up. The alternative is to
advance a scaffold letting the roof fall behind. Schematic of los 33's Chilean mine. Now the
worlds most famous mine, a schematic section showing the rescue drills. Schematic section
through coalmine. Model of mine system under Cleopatra Hill, Jermone Arizona. Presumably
because salt is soft and relatively easy to mine, salt mines can be particularly spectacular and
cavernous. Silver Valley mines, Idaho. There are over miles of underground workings, and the
Bunker Hill system is the largest lead-zinc mine in the United States. Hugely complex model of
Empire Mines, Nevada City. To get some idea of how giant this mine is, look at the small objects
at the bottom. They are models to the same scale, of some of the worlds largest man made
structures. By: Julia Layton. In , people everywhere were riveted to the story of the 33 miners in
Chile trapped 2, feet meters underground in a copper and gold mine. The miners spent more
than two months there, getting food, air and letters from loved ones through bore hills drilled to
their location in a protected workroom. Meanwhile, the larger-scale drilling of an escape shaft
made slow progress. Finally, on Day 69, rescuers lifted each of the miners out alive [source:
Boston ]. The saga reminded the non-mining world of a usually invisible truth. Deep beneath the
surface of the Earth lie some of the most frightening factories in the world: underground mines.
Underground mines are the alternative to surface mines. Surface mines excavate from the top
down, a method that can become inefficient at depths greater than about feet 60 meters
[sources: Illinois Coal Association , De Beers ]. Undergrounds coal mines can drive 2, feet
meters into the Earth and other types even deeper -- uranium mines can reach 6, feet, or 2
kilometers. Mining has changed a lot from the images we have of the 19th century when men
with shovels toted canaries to make sure the air underground was not toxic. Modern mines
feature extensive ventilation and water-drainage systems, high-tech communication networks
and increasingly computerized machines that reduce the number of humans required
underground. All underground mines have some crucial components in common: ventilation
shafts to clear toxic fumes from drilling and blasting; escape routes; access shafts to lower
workers and equipment; ore-transport tunnels; recovery shafts to carry excavated ore to the
surface; and communication systems to send information back and forth between the surface
and the depths [source: Hamrin ]. No two mines are alike, though. Technology applications and
basic decisions about design and mining method rest on considerations like the type of ore
being mined, composition of surrounding rock, shape and orientation of the ore deposit,
geologic features underground, and simple economics [source: United Mine Workers of
America ]. There are hard-rock underground mines, and there are soft-rock underground mines.
Coal deposits, for instance, live in relatively soft sedimentary rock. Gold deposits live in
igneous or metamorphic rock, which is relatively hard, as do diamonds , copper, silver, nickel
and zinc [source: Great Mining ]. Even within the hard-rock category, design and extraction
methods vary, but almost all revolve around a few basic techniques:. Room and Pillar â€” For
relatively flat ore deposits, with little change in elevation throughout, miners drill an access
ramp to the deposit and remove ore in a pattern of holes rooms and roof supports pillars. The
rooms can be mined out using conventional charge-and-blast techniques or, more commonly
now, with a machine called a continuous miner. The continuous miner drills into the rock until it
forms an excavated room, perhaps 20 to 30 feet 6 to 9 meters , leaving in place a rock pillar to
support the "roof" [source: United Mine Workers of America ]. The machine moves through the
ore, creating rooms and pillars, until the full deposit is covered. A final pass drills through the

pillars to recover the ore there, allowing the roofs to collapse behind the machine as it leaves
each room. Cut and Fill â€” For relatively narrow ore deposits, miners drill an access ramp
adjacent to the ore deposit, from the surface down to the lowest point of the deposit. An
operator then drives a drill through the ore, creating a drift , or a horizontal cut, from one side of
the deposit to the other. In the hardest rock, no roof-support is needed; in softer rock, bolts may
be placed in the roof as the drill progresses [source: Mining Know-How ]. Once the drift is
complete, backfill , or waste material, is spread into the open drift, creating a platform for the
next pass. The drill drives on top of this backfill to cut another drift through the ore. This
continues until the drill cuts a drift across the top of the ore deposit. This method can be used
in wider deposits, as well, by drilling two adjacent access ramps and cutting two adjacent drifts,
often called drift and fill [sources: Mining Know-How ]. Cut and fill is for hard rock, as it doesn't
feature the support mechanisms inherent in and central to a method like room and pillar. The
room-and-pillar approach, on the other hand, crosses easily into the softer stuff â€” and most
coal mines. The least common method in hard-rock mining, block caving, is typically saved for
low-grade ore. It involves drilling a section of ore at the very bottom of the deposit and then
blasting to make the roof collapse. Gravity then takes over, as the ore above the blast site
fractures and collapses in succession as support is withdrawn. The collapsed ore is hauled out
the mine for processing [source: Great Mining ]. Coal, salt , uranium , phosphate and oil shale
live in soft rock and there are two primary methods in soft-rock mining: longwall and room and
pillar [source: Great Mining ]. Most coal is extracted using the room-and-pillar approach
described previously [source: United Mine Workers of America ]. However, longwall mining is
exploding in popularity [source: Great Mining ]. Longwall mining is extraordinarily efficient.
Rather than drilling through the ore deposit, a longwall machine cuts across it, shaving off
slices up to feet meters long. Those slices drop directly onto a continuously moving conveyor,
which carries it to a haulage shaft that lifts it out of the mine. In longwall mining, the roof
supports are built into the machine, sitting between the top of the longwall miner and the roof of
the room. As the machine progresses into the ore, the supports move with it, allowing the area
behind it to collapse and fill in the excavated area. The longwall method can recover up to 90
percent of the available ore. The room-and-pillar approach typically recovers about 50 percent
[source: Illinois Coal Association ]. When the ore deposit in relatively narrow, shorter cuts are
made. This variation is called shortwall mining. The old-school technique of blast mining , that
uses explosives like TNT to break up ore, is still in use, but just barely â€” less than 5 percent of
U. Underground mining, then, is becoming increasingly efficient. It requires less human labor,
which puts fewer miners in danger as they work deep beneath the surface. Still, underground
mines are not the safest places to be. The environmental toll of underground mining is
significant. It includes air pollution, changes in water-flow patterns, chemical and gas seepage
into water supplies and soil, inaccessible fires in abandoned mines, and dramatic changes in
land composition that can make the area unusable after the mining operation is done [source:
Saxena ]. Then there is the human toll. Most mining accidents gain little media attention,
especially those involving few casualties or taking place in developing nations. In , almost 2,
Chinese miners died on the job, none of those attributed to "major accidents" [source: Macia ].
That year was a terrible one for mining in general. In the United States, a mining catastrophe in
West Virginia left 29 dead, the same number that died in an accident in New Zealand. In Chile, 33
miners were rescued in the dramatic incident recounted earlier, but another 45 died in other
accidents that same year [source: Macia ]. Many accidents occur when the mine props collapse
due to earth tremors. Explosions, too, trigger casualties when ventilation systems fail to
effectively remove exhaust from mining equipment, coal dust and natural underground gas
leaks. Blasting can ignite those gases, leading to deaths from both the explosions themselves
and the subsequent collapse of mine structures; a methane-gas explosion killed those 29
miners in West Virginia [source: Macia ]. Long-term health problems are a serious job risk, as
well. Continually breathing in mineral dust can cause lung diseases like pneumoconiosis or the
dreaded black lung. Breathing in welding fumes, radon or mercury often found in mines also
causes respiratory diseases. Hearing loss from noisy equipment and back injuries from lifting
heavy loads are also common [source: Live Science ]. Most countries now have laws and
regulations designed to address safety and environmental issues. Some require the mining
company to return the mined area close to its original state. Others require mines to be
inspected regularly to ensure they are safe. And new mining techniques have also decreased
the death toll. In the U. This dropped to about a hundred per year in the s, and just 35 in [source:
Mine Safety and Health Administration ]. China had 7, mining deaths in but 2, in [source: Macia
]. While safety has definitely increased in developed countries, it still has a long way to go in
some developing countries. But we may see a day when underground mines aren't some of the
most frightening factories on Earth. It's important to know that many of the safety

improvements I noted as improving "modern mines" apply mostly to first-world mining. China's
death rates, which have dropped significantly in recent years, remain in the thousands â€” well
above the double-digits reported in most Western and developed countries. On the
socioeconomic front, I gathered from my research a few things: that serious safety requires
serious funding, and many developing nations just don't have it; that concern for mine-safety
seems to be proportionally related to concern for human rights; and that even those Australian
underground miners earning six-digit salaries aren't making enough. Structural Engineering.
How Underground Mining Works. Miners enjoy a lunch break in the makeshift crib rooms at one
of Illawarra Coal's underground mines in Australia. See more mining pictures. Hard-Rock
Underground Mining There are hard-rock underground mines, and there are soft-rock
underground mines. Even within the hard-rock category, design and extraction methods vary,
but almost all revolve around a few basic techniques: Advertisement. Mining in Bulk: Block
Caving. Soft-Rock Underground Mining " ". Dangers in Underground Mining " ". While mining
has become much safer in developed countries, it is still very risky in parts of the third world. In
Congo, Nsinku Zihindula works 24 hour shifts hammering at solid rock to find cassiterite ore.
He was blinded in his left eye by flying rock. Lots More Information. This dragon is illuminated
every night, spitting out both fire and water on weekends and holidays, as it sways its way over
the Han River in Da Nang. Sources Britannica Kids. May 22, Department of Labor. Coal Industry.
December Cite This! In other words, ER diagrams help to explain the logical structure of
databases. ER diagrams are created based on three basic concepts: entities, attributes and
relationships. ER Diagrams contain different symbols that use rectangles to represent entities,
ovals to define attributes and diamond shapes to represent relationships. At first look, an ER
diagram looks very similar to the flowchart. However, ER Diagram includes many specialized
symbols, and its meanings make this model unique. The purpose of ER Diagram is to represent
the entity framework infrastructure. ER model helps to systematically analyze data requirements
to produce a well-designed database. The ER Model represents real-world entities and the
relationships between them. ER Modeling helps you to analyze data requirements
systematically to produce a well-designed database. So, it is considered a best practice to
complete ER modeling before implementing your database. What is the ER Model? It was
proposed by Peter Chen in to create a uniform convention which can be used for relational
database and network. He aimed to use an ER model as a conceptual modeling approach. Why
use ER Diagrams? There are some sub-elements which are based on main elements in ERD
Diagram. ER Diagram is a visual representation of data that describes how data is related to
each other using different ERD Symbols and Notations. They might have relationships with
Courses and Lecturers. A real-world thing either living or non-living that is easily recognizable
and nonrecognizable. It is anything in the enterprise that is to be represented in our database. It
may be a physical thing or simply a fact about the enterprise or an event that happens in the
real world. An entity can be place, person, object, event or a concept, which stores data in the
database. The characteristics of entities are must have an attribute, and a unique key. Every
entity is made up of some 'attributes' which represent that entity. It may contain entities with
attribute sharing similar values. Entities are represented by their properties, which also called
attributes. All attributes have their separate values. For example, a student entity may have a
name, age, class, as attributes. Example of Entities: A university may have some departments.
All these departments employ various lecturers and offer several programs. Some courses
make up each program. Students register in a particular program and enroll in various courses.
A lecturer from the specific department takes each course, and each lecturer teaches a various
group of students. Relationship Relationship is nothing but an association among two or more
entities. Entities take part in relationships. We can often identify relationships with verbs or verb
phrases. For example: You are attending this lecture I am giving the lecture Just loke entities,
we can classify relationships according to relationship-types: A student attends a lecture A
lecturer is giving a lecture. Weak Entities A weak entity is a type of entity which doesn't have its
key attribute. It can be identified uniquely by considering the primary key of another entity. For
that, weak entity sets need to have participation. It does not have enough attributes to build a
primary key. It is represented by a rectangle symbol. It is represented by a double rectangle
symbol. It contains a Primary key represented by the underline symbol. It contains a Partial Key
which is represented by a dashed underline symbol. The member of a strong entity set is called
as dominant entity set. The member of a weak entity set called as a subordinate entity set.
Primary Key is one of its attributes which helps to identify its member. In a weak entity set, it is
a combination of primary key and partial key of the strong entity set. In the ER diagram the
relationship between two strong entity set shown by using a diamond symbol. The relationship
between one strong and a weak entity set shown by using the double diamond symbol. The
connecting line of the strong entity set with the relationship is single. The line connecting the

weak entity set for identifying relationship is double. Attributes It is a single-valued property of
either an entity-type or a relationship-type. For example, a lecture might have attributes: time,
date, duration, place, etc. For example, a student's contact number. It is also called an atomic
value. Composite attribute It is possible to break down composite attribute. For example, a
student's full name may be further divided into first name, second name, and last name. Derived
attribute This type of attribute does not include in the physical database. However, their values
are derived from other attributes present in the database. For example, age should not be stored
directly. Instead, it should be derived from the DOB of that employee. Multivalued attribute
Multivalued attributes can have more than one values. For example, a student can have more
than one mobile number, email address, etc. Cardinality Defines the numerical attributes of the
relationship between two entities or entity sets. One-to-one: One entity from entity set X can be
associated with at most one entity of entity set Y and vice versa. Example: One student can
register for numerous courses. However, all those courses have a single line back to that one
student. One-to-many: One entity from entity set X can be associated with multiple entities of
entity set Y, but an entity from entity set Y can be associated with at least one entity. For
example, one class is consisting of multiple students. Many to One More than one entity from
entity set X can be associated with at most one entity of entity set Y. However, an entity from
entity set Y may or may not be associated with more than one entity from entity set X. For
example, many students belong to the same class. Many to Many: One entity from X can be
associated with more than one entity from Y and vice versa. For example, Students as a group
are associated with multiple faculty members, and faculty members can be associated with
multiple students. A student must be assigned to at least one or more Courses. Each course is
taught by a single Professor. To maintain instruction quality, a Professor can deliver only one
course Step 1 Entity Identification We have three entities Student Course Professor Step 2
Relationship Identification We have the following two relationships The student is assigned a
course Professor delivers a course Step 3 Cardinality Identification For them problem statement
we know that, A student can be assigned multiple courses A Professor can deliver only one
course Step 4 Identify Attributes You need to study the files, forms, reports, data currently
maintained by the organization to identify attributes. You can also conduct interviews with
various stakeholders to identify entities. Initially, it's important to identify the attributes without
mapping them to a particular entity. Once, you have a list of Attributes, you need to map them to
the identified entities. Ensure an attribute is to be paired with exactly one entity. If you think an
attribute should belong to more than one entity, use a modifier to make it unique. Once the
mapping is done, identify the primary Keys. If a unique key is not readily available, create one.
For the sake of ease we have considered just one attribute. Eliminate any redundant entities or
relationships You need to make sure that all your entities and relationships are properly labeled
There may be various valid approaches to an ER diagram. In this tutorial, you are going to see
the detailed description on how to create and execute the In SQL Null is both a value as well as
a keyword. The limit keyword is used to limit the number of rows returned in a Before
discussing SQL SQL is the actual component that Home Testing. Must Learn! Big Data. Live
Projects. What is ER Diagram? Entity Relationship Diagram Example. What is ER Model?
Following are the main components and its symbols in ER Diagrams: Rectangles: This Entity
Relationship Diagram symbol represents entity types Ellipses : Symbol represent attributes
Diamonds: This symbol represents relationship types Lines: It links attributes to entity types
and entity types with other relationship types Primary key: attributes are underlined Double
Ellipses: Represent multi-valued attributes ER Diagram Symbols. You need to make sure that
the ER diagram supports all the data you need to store You should assure that each entity only
appears a single time in the ER diagram Name every relationship, entity, and attribute are
represented on your diagram Never connect relationships to each other You should use colors
to highlight important portions of the ER diagram. Simple attributes can't be divided any further.
It is possible to break down composite attribute. This type of attribute does not include in the
physical database. Multivalued attributes can have more than one values. Anti-personnel
landmines continue to have tragic, unintended consequences years after a battle and even the
entire war has ended. As time passes, the location of landmines is often forgotten, even by
those who planted them. These mines continue to be functional for many decades, causing
further damage, injury and death. Landmines are basically explosive devices that are designed
to blow when triggered by pressure or a tripwire. These devices are typically found on or just
below the surface of the ground. The purpose of mines when used by armed forces is to disable
any person or vehicle that comes into contact with it by an explosion or fragments released at
high speeds. Currently, there are more than million landmines located in 70 countries around
the world, according to OneWorld International. Since , landmines have killed or maimed more
than 1 million people, which has led to a worldwide effort to ban further landmine use and clear

away existing landmines. In this article, we will look at the different types of landmines, their
basic operation and the techniques used to clear minefields. Mines are typically placed in the
ground by hand, but there are also mechanical minelayers that can plow the earth and drop and
bury mines at specific intervals. An army also will use landmines to slow an enemy until
reinforcements can arrive. The basic function of both of these types of landmines is the same,
but there are a couple of key differences between them. Anti-tank mines are typically larger and
contain several times more explosive material than anti-personnel mines. There is enough
explosive in an anti-tank mine to destroy a tank or truck, as well as kill people in or around the
vehicle. Additionally, more pressure is usually required for an anti-tank mine to detonate. Most
of these mines are found on roads, bridges and large clearances where tanks may travel. In the
next two sections, you will get a closer look at a few landmines and the parts that make them
work. Anti-personnel landmines are designed specifically to reroute or push back foot soldiers
from a given geographic area. These mines can kill or disable their victims, and are activated by
pressure, tripwire or remote detonation. There are also smart mines , which automatically
deactivate themselves after a certain amount of time. These are the most common types of
mines currently used by the U. There are several-hundred different kinds of anti-personnel
mines in use by many countries. For the purposes of this article, we have chosen two
landmines developed by the United States military that demonstrate the varying characteristics
of landmines. The first landmine, the M14 , is a pressure-operated blast mine. The M14 is a
small, cylindrical, plastic-bodied blast mine. It is just 1. It was originally developed and used by
the United States in the s, but it has been used and copied by many nations around the world.
This particular anti-personnel mine contains only a small amount of explosive, about 31 grams
of Tetryl. It is designed to cause damage to people and objects in close proximity to it. The M14
is initially equipped with a U-shaped safety clip , which is fitted around the pressure plate. In
order to activate the M14, the safety clip is removed and the pressure plate is rotated from its
safety position to its armed position. The letters A armed and S safety are embossed on the
pressure plate. Soldiers simply align an arrow with the A to arm the mine. Once it is armed, any
pressure of at least When the proper amount of pressure is applied it pushes down on the
Belleville spring underneath the pressure plate. This spring pushes the firing pin down on to the
detonator , which ignites the main charge of Tetryl explosive. Bounding mines fire up out of the
ground and then explode. The M16 is made of three main parts: a mine fuse , a propelling
charge to lift the mine and a projectile contained in a cast-iron housing. It is 7. The M16 mine
contains about 1. The fuse extends through the center of the mine to the bottom, where the
propelling charge is located. To arm the mine, a safety pin is removed from the striker on top of
the fuse. There are three prongs located on top of the fuse, connected to a spring-loaded
wedge. The fuse encloses a percussion cap , a delay element and a black-powder charge. The
M16 can be detonated in two ways: by applying pressure or by pulling the spring-loaded release
pin. Either method causes the pin to pull out of the fuse, releasing the striker and igniting the
percussion cap. The percussion cap fires a delay element in the fuse, which fires a detonator
after a short delay. The detonator ignites the black powder in the fuse, firing the propelling
charge in the bottom of the mine. The mine flies upward to about 1. When it comes to
developing new military weaponry, countries try to keep up with the developments of other
countries. The development of tanks during World War I led to anti-tank mines , and
anti-personnel mines were developed to prevent enemy armies from moving anti-tank mines.
Anti-tank mines are very similar to their anti-personnel cousins, but are much larger. These
mines are pressure activated, but are typically designed so that the footstep of a person won't
detonate them. Most anti-tank mines require an applied pressure of Most tanks and other
military vehicles apply that kind of pressure. Let's take a closer look at one of these anti-tank
mines. All anti-tank mines are blast mines, because the goal of the anti-tank mine is to destroy
the tank's tracks and as much of its body as possible. There's no need for a bounding or
fragmentation anti-tank mine. The M15 is a circular, steel anti-tank mine that contains a main
charge of TNT. It has a diameter of The main component of the M15 is the The M15 is armed by
rotating the arming switch so that it is set atop the head of the fuse. The cylindrical fuse is made
of iron and is attached to the pressure plate by a copper cover. As a tank rolls over the mine, it
pushes down on the pressure plate. Underneath the pressure plate is a Belleville spring with a
firing pin affixed to its underside. The firing pin is driven down into the detonator, which
detonates and fires the M booster charge beneath the fuse, which then sets off the main charge.
Landmines can remain active more than 50 years after they are planted in the ground. For this
reason, there is a growing worldwide effort to rid the world of landmines. To do this, we must
first locate the millions of landmines that are still buried in dozens of countries around the
world. Finding these landmines is extremely difficult, as most minefields are unmarked. And
those that are marked can take years to de-mine. Landmine detection is a slow, methodical

process due to the danger involved in locating landmines. While location technology is
improving, the following conventional techniques are still relied on heavily:. Scientists at Ohio
State University are developing a new ground-penetrating radar GPR device that may be more
effective in locating and disarming landmines. This new device would be helpful in locating
mines that have little or no metal content. All landmines, including plastic ones, are filled with
explosive agents that have electrical properties that make them detectable to the right
technology, such as GPR. A GPR device focuses radar energy just below the ground and just a
few feet in front of the user, according to researchers. The device ignores signals that bounce
back from the surface and uses specially designed software to make buried objects shine
brighter in the radar image. The GPR has been successful in detecting two common landmine
casings filled with a waxy substance that is similar to TNT. Once a landmine is detected, the
GPR device shoots two chemical agents into the ground to deactivate it. One agent solidifies
the triggering mechanism along with surrounding soil, allowing soldiers to cross the ground.
The second chemical agent then solidifies the mine and soil permanently. The mine can then be
shoveled out and destroyed. When there is not a lot of time for an army to clear a minefield, it
will often employ the use of certain machines to roll through and clear a safe path. Military
forces employ several kinds of mine-clearing machines to clear out or detonate mines. Some
machines are specifically designed for the task of mine clearance, while tanks can also be fitted
with certain mine-clearing devices. There are several types of mine-clearing machines. New
machines are remote controlled, which minimizes the risk to personnel. Mine-clearing machines
use one of three techniques, including flailing chains to beat the ground, rollers to roll over and
detonate mines, and rakes or blades to plow through the minefields, pushing the mines to the
side. Let's look at a few of these machines:. New mines are laid at a rate 25 times faster than
they are being cleared. New technologies will make it easier to find and locate mines, but can't
prevent their placement. As long as nations continue to use landmines, these devices will be a
danger for civilians as well as soldiers. How Landmines Work. By: Kevin Bonsor. Landmine
Basics " ". Landmine Terms. Read More. Anti-personnel Mines " ". Close-up of a bounding
anti-personnel mine exposed by the shifting sands of an unspecified desert. Blast - The most
common type of mine, blast mines are buried no deeper than a few centimeters and are
generally triggered by someone stepping on the pressure plate , applying about 11 to These
mines are designed to destroy an object in close proximity, such as a person's foot or leg. A
blast mine is designed to break the targeted object into fragments, which can cause secondary
damage, such as infection and amputation. Bounding - Usually buried with only a small part of
the igniter. When activated, the igniter sets off a propelling charge , lifting the mine about a
meter into the air. The mine then ignites a main charge, causing injury to a person's head and
chest. You may also hear this type of mine referred to as a " Bouncing Betty. These mines can
cause injury up to meters away and kill at closer distances. The fragments used in the mines are
either metal or glass. Fragmentation mines can be bounding or ground-based. The M14 and M16
Anti-personnel Mines " ". Anti-tank Mines " ". Locating Mines " ". A de-mining team in Lipovac,
Croatia, locates an undestroyed mine. Probing the ground - For many years, the most
sophisticated technology used for locating landmines was probing the ground with a stick or
bayonet. Soldiers are trained to poke the ground lightly with a bayonet, knowing that just one
mistake may cost them their lives. Trained dogs - Dogs can be trained to sniff out vapors
coming from the explosive ingredients inside the landmine. Metal detectors - Metal detectors
are limited in their ability to find mines, because many mines are made of plastic with only a tiny
bit of metal. Mine Clearing Machines " ". A remotely controlled Panther armored mine-clearing
vehicle leads a column of armored vehicles down a road near McGovern Base, in
Bosnia-Herzegovina on May 16, Tanks - Tanks, like the U. Army M-1A1 Abrams main battle tank ,
are often equipped with a mine plow designed to push mines out of the tank's path. The plow
consists of several blades that extract the mines, a moldboard to push the mines to the side and
a leveling skid to control the depth of the blade. Click here to see an M-1A1 Abrams tank
equipped with a mine-clearing plow. Panther - The Panther is a ton remote-controlled vehicle
that is based on a modified M tank hull. Using a joy stick, an operator navigates the Panther
through a minefield. The vehicle, as you can see in the picture above, uses meta
13 grand cherokee
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l rollers to set off blast or magnetic mines. Aardvark - The Aardvark Mk III vehicle is designed
with a flail mechanism that beats chains against the ground in a rotating motion to detonate and
destroy mines. This machine is often used in humanitarian de-mining operations, according to
the Norwegian Peoples Aid. Berm Processing Assembly - As a plowing machine rolls through a

minefield, it leaves large mounds of soil that contain landmines. The Berm Processing
Assembly gets its name from the word berm , which means a mound of earth. The machine
scoops up dirt, shakes out mines from the dirt and leaves the mines exposed on the ground for
de-mining units to safely destroy them. Click here to see an image of the Berm Processing
Assembly. Landmines by the Numbers. Lots More Information. In , the Soviet Union detonated
the biggest, most powerful nuclear bomb ever built. One of the cameramen who recorded the
event said it sounded 'as if the Earth has been killed. Can flour explode? Cite This!

